Introduction
In his paper the author investigated a parabolic boundary control problem with constraints on the control and the state, where a certain L^-norm was to be minimized. In this paper the theory is extended to different time-optimal boundary control problems arising from the following question: How.a long rod is to be heated (or cooled) on its surface, such that in shortest time an "admissible" temperature distribution is obtained within the rod, and certain limits for the thermal stresses are not exceeded?
Problems of this type are important in technics and occure especially in the cooling of milled wires, if a high quality of the cooled material is needed.
The following control problem will be regarded: Let WCL2 [o,ljr] (the L2~space with weight h(r) = r) be a given convex target-set. Further let T>0 be an arbitrary final time, u( •) el^O,!] be the control, and c,h be fixed positive constants.
ihe state-function w(u;r,t) defined on [o, 1] *[o,T] .related to the control u is obtained from \ OO (1.1) w(u;r,t) a n J o (c n r) exp(-c^(t-s)) u(s)ds 0 n=1 F.Troltzsoh with the increasing sequenoe {o Q } of non-negative solutions of the equation hJ Q (o) « oJ^foJ, Bessel-functions J"tJ-j» and a 6 = 2o n (J 1 (o fl )(h 2 + o 2 ))" 1 .
The state w(ujr,t), oan be regarded as generalized solution of the initial-bpundary value problem (1.2) w t (r,t) = w rr (r,t) +r~1w r (r,t), (r,t) e (0,1)*(0,T] ,
w p (l,t) +hw(l,t) = u(t), t e (0,Tj.
(For sufficiently smooth u(t) the representations (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent). This function w(u;r,t) is to interprete as temperature-distribution within an infinite, homogeneous and isotropic rod of.thickness 2 and initial-temperature zero, which is heated on the whole surface by the same control-temperature u(t). Thus the temperature in the rod depends only on the radius r and the time t, see Figure 1 . are fulfilled. This shortest time T will be oalled optimal time and denoted with T Q . The corresponding control is called optimal control and denoted with u Q . A control u, which together with its state w(u;r,t) fulfils the constraints (1.4-5) is said to be feasible. The constraint (1.5) is equivalent to where c is a certain new constant and (u;1,t) denotes the thermal stress occurring in tangential direction at the surface of the rod during the heating by u(t). Thus the optimal control problem is a time-opt^ial heating problem with restrictions to the thermal tangential stress and the control u(t).
Two special types of W will be regarded where > 0 are fixed constants, z(r) is a fixed functi on from Lp[p,1;r] (a "wanted" temperature-distribution), ani
The problem (1.1-5) corresponding to the special ohoice (1.6) of Hi will be called the "linear problem", sinoe its investigation leads to a continuous linear programming problem. Here in the center of the rod a 1 given temperature $ is to be reaohed in shortest time. The problem (1,1-5) with the choiae (1.7) will be referred to as the "approximation problem", because a wanted temperature distribution z(r) is to approxii • ^ mate jt the end of the heating process.
It should be mentioned that all theorems concerning the approximation problem remain,true, if ( Now necessary optimality conditions for uQ will be established, leading to e generalized bang-bangrprinciple. In the sequel the function aQ(t) := a^ (t) is introduced for'the sake of brevity. . Now it follows immediately from Lemma 3 that (A'y -a Q )tt) has at most countably many zeroes on (a,b) and henoe on M, since (a,b) was an arbitrary one of countably many intervals generating M. Now the statement follows from Lemma 2, (2.2). There holds u 0 (t) = = -sgn(A'y -a Q )(t) a.e. on M, and switches can only occur in the countably many zeroes of (A'y -a Q )(t) on M. To obtain a sharper characterization of the optimal control u Q (t) and its uniqueness a regularity condition will be. supposed, which assures the set {t e [o,T q ] | ((Au 0 )(t)| = cjto be not "too irregular".
Regularity condition: There exists at least one pair of Lagrange multipliers y^t), y 2 (t) for which the relation dy ± (t)>0 and Ve>0 3se[t,t+e] such that dy^s) = 0 (i = 1 or 2) implies t to be a point of discontinuity of Then completely the same proofs as in [6j lead to the following two theorems. Applying the regularity condition and Lemma 4, Theorems 3 and 4 for the linear problem can be transferred to the approximation-problem, too (see [6] ).
Remark.
In his book [7]
Vigak treated a great variety of time-optimal heating problems with constraints on the control and the state. For the numerical solution of these problems generalised bang-bang-properties were assumed to hold. However, there is given no proof that op'timal controls indeed have this behaviour.
This paper provides a partly legitimation to proceed so, since the problems treated here are similar to those investigated by Vigak.
